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Network analysis provides a powerful tool to analyze complex
influences of social and ecological structures on community and
household dynamics. Most network studies of social–ecological
systems use simple, undirected, unweighted networks. We ana-
lyze multiplex, directed, and weighted networks of subsistence
food flows collected in three small indigenous communities in
Arctic Alaska potentially facing substantial economic and ecolog-
ical changes. Our analysis of plausible future scenarios suggests
that changes to social relations and key households have greater
effects on community robustness than changes to specific wild
food resources.

multiplex networks | food sharing | mixed subsistence–cash economies |
climate change | social–ecological systems

G lobally, while millions of people combine subsistence-
and market-based activities for their livelihoods, they are

increasingly exposed to substantial perturbations from both cli-
mate change and globalization (1–4). Mixed subsistence–cash
economies are characterized by strong human–landscape con-
nections, in which social relations facilitate flows of food and
other resources among households (5). Early termed the moral
economy (6), cultural norms of sharing and cooperation enable
risk sharing, improve food security, improve health and equity
outcomes, and contribute to group identity and cohesion (7–10).
Embedded social relations have been termed the “capital of the
poor” (11) as they allow flexible access to resources in times of
stress and rapid change (12–16). Yet inequities can emerge as
cooperative institutions are stressed (17, 18) and effects of spe-
cific exposures on people, social relations, and landscapes are
uncertain (3, 4, 19).

The indigenous Alaskan communities considered here rep-
resent two ethno-linguistic groups occupying distinct ecological
zones with differential access to marine and terrestrial resources:
coastal Iñupiat and interior Athabascan Gwich’in (SI Appendix,
Fig. 1). Common to all three communities are (i) exposure to sig-
nificant ecological and economic change, (ii) substantial reliance
on subsistence production of local wild foods, (iii) engagement in
the market economy, and (iv) a strong focus on social relations.
Within communities, households are characterized by strong
heterogeneity in roles and degree of subsistence engagement
(20, 21). Although many challenges face Arctic communities
(22, 23), we focus on three frequently cited scenarios: changes in
resource abundance or distribution due to climate, shifts in cul-
tural practices related to sharing and cooperation, and loss of key
productive households. Specifically, climate change could affect
access to critical species or entire species groups. Engagement in
the cash economy and high food and fuel costs could displace
dependence on social relations (2). Sharing and contributions
have been described as particularly vulnerable to these changes
(24, 25). Finally, loss of highly productive key households—it is

well documented in Alaska that 30% of rural households pro-
duce 70% of food and redistribute widely to others (20)—could
reduce resources flowing to second- and third-order neighbors.

It is well documented that structural properties of networks
influence behaviors and outcomes in a wide range of systems:
social networks, food webs, landscapes, power grids, and the
internet (26–30). In its simplest form, a network consists of enti-
ties of interest (nodes) and the interactions (edges) between
nodes. In the real world, a pair of nodes often have many dif-
ferent kinds of interactions. This scenario creates, analytically
speaking, a layered network, or a “multiplex,” where each layer
represents a different type of interaction.

Mindful of the central role of social relations in mixed
economies, we use data about subsistence food flows to explore
structural properties of cooperation and sharing networks. We
use network connectivity as an indicator of social–ecological-
system robustness under different social and ecological change
scenarios. To represent interdependencies among ecological ser-
vices and social relations, we employ a network approach using
self-reported, reciprocal, weighted flows of food and resources
between individual households, in two dimensions. The first
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dimension is ecological: core subsistence resources being har-
vested or distributed by households (e.g., caribou, bowhead
whale, etc.; SI Appendix). The second dimension is social: rela-
tions between households and crews such as cooperative hunting,
sharing, contributions (e.g., of labor and equipment), etc. In our
multiplex networks, each node represents a household or crew
in a study community, each layer represents a unique resource–
relation pair (e.g., caribou sharing), and each node appears in
every layer. Representing the system as a multiplex network cre-
ates connections both within layers and between layers.

Recent methodological advances using tensor mathematics
make it possible to analyze the simultaneous impact of multi-
ple types of relations (31–33) and to evaluate cumulative effects
of removing particular households/crews, social relations, or
resources on the entire multiplex (34, 35). Our hypotheses, then,
are that the loss of specific households/crews, specific social rela-
tions, specific core species, or entire species complexes will have
similar effects on network robustness. Additionally, we hypoth-
esize that targeted removals will have stronger negative effects
than random removal on network robustness.

We first explore patterns of household engagements in dif-
ferent resource–relation layers and then the potential effects of
plausible scenarios of change. We find—contrary to much of
the focus on climate change—that the loss of important social
relations or the loss of key households has greater effects on
community interconnectedness than the loss of core subsistence
species. Using a multiplexity lens highlights possible vulnerabil-
ities of resource harvesting and distribution networks for small-
scale societies facing drivers of change and provides insights into
key response mechanisms (36, 37).

Results and Discussion
Multiplex Networks. Wainwright and Kaktovik are coastal Iñupiat
communities in Alaska, whose subsistence depends on bow-
head, beluga, caribou, and other marine and terrestrial species.
Venetie is an interior Athabascan Gwich’in community, whose
subsistence centers on moose, caribou, salmon, and other river-
ine and terrestrial species (SI Appendix). The study communi-
ties are small (Wainwright has 553 people; Kaktovik, 239; and
Venetie, 166), geographically isolated, and not connected to
Alaska’s road system.

Data were collected with comprehensive socio-economic sur-
veys administered in person to heads of households in 2009
and 2010. Samples included 146 of 156 households (94%) in
Wainwright, 70 of 85 households in Kaktovik (82%), and 84
of 89 households (94%) in Venetie. Almost all of the sampled
households (90% in Wainwright, 91% in Kaktovik, and 94% in
Venetie) engaged in a mixed economy, relying on a combination
of wage employment and subsistence production (21).

Surveys collected inflows of wild foods to each household for
7–10 core species in each community, converted to edible pounds
for analysis (Table 1). For each resource, flows through differ-
ent social relations were identified initially from ethnographies,
verified by community interviews and advisory groups, and then
pretested. Finally, surveys collected the individual source of each
subsistence food and nonfood resource from other households,
from whaling crews, and from organizations, all of which are rep-
resented as nodes in the community networks. The network for
Wainwright includes 218 nodes; that for Kaktovik, 164 nodes;
and that for Venetie, 206 nodes. A community network, then, is
represented by multiple layers of identical nodes, in which each
layer represents a unique combination of ecological resource
and social relation, and edges between the nodes represent the
weighted value of flows of a specific resource obtained through
a specific relation. The combination of all layers results in one
multiplex network per community (36 layers form Wainwright’s
multiplex, 37 layers form Kaktovik’s, and 43 layers form

Table 1. Summary of flows in the multiplex network, by
social relation and community

Wainwright (146 Kaktovik (70 Venetie (84
households) households) households)

Social relation Pounds % Pounds % Pounds %

Own harvest 102,587 25 47,812 21 33,401 35
Cooperative 112,116 28 42,442 19 23,067 25

harvest
Helper shares 13,294 3 10,340 5 13,702 15
Sharing 40,646 10 19,944 9 18,955 21
Trading 1,807 1 407 1 96 1
Social whaling 132,290 33 102,648 45 2,276 2

relations
(bowhead/beluga)

Total: all 404,082 100 223,615 100 92,034 100
relationships

Total: social 301,495 75 175,803 80 58,633 64
relationships

Whaling social relations include cooperative harvest, helper shares, shar-
ing, shares (e.g., crew, towing, captains, and household), the Nalukataq
(whaling feast), small (captains’) feasts, and trading.

Venetie’s; details in SI Appendix). Mathematically, a multiplex
network can be represented by M iα

jβ (32), a rank-4 tensor: i.e., a
multidimensional array in which four indexes (rank 4), node i in
layer α and node j in layer β, identify a specific element of the
array (SI Appendix and SI Appendix, Fig. 2).

Patterns of Engagement. We began by exploring distributions of
households’ engagement in all possible layers of the three multi-
plexes, by community and by flow direction (Fig. 1). Distributions
of inflow engagement (households receiving goods, supplies, or
labor) were approximately normal in Wainwright and Venetie
and nearly uniform in Kaktovik. Distributions of outflow engage-
ment (households giving goods, supplies, or labor) were strongly
skewed, indicating a higher degree of specialization in produc-
tion of goods and services via specific resources and relations.
This seems intuitively correct. Some households (specifically,
elder, young, and disabled families) have less productive capac-
ity to give significant food away or provide services, but all
households may receive (5, 21). We then analyzed the relations
between different layers, using Spearman correlation between in-
and outgoing strengths of nodes across layers. Spearman correla-
tion ραβ is calculated by comparing the strength sα of households
in one layer against their strength sβ in other layers,

ραβ(pq) = 1−
6
∑N

i=1[r
(i)
α (p)− r

(i)
β (q)]

N (N 2 − 1)
, [1]

where p, q = ingoing, outgoing, or total strength and r
(i)
α (p) is

the rank of node i in layer α.
Strong positive correlations indicate that households highly

active in one layer are also highly active in a corresponding layer
(Fig. 2). Conversely, strong negative correlations indicate that
households highly active in one layer are not active, or have low
activity, in another layer.

We assessed the contribution of specific resources and relations
to receiving and giving patterns by fitting three two-part models
for in- and outflows: comparing all resources vs. all social rela-
tions, only across resources, and only across social relations (SI
Appendix). A two-part model is a statistical model that allows
for 0 inflation, where 0 indicates nodes that do not contribute
to a specific layer (38, 39). We then assessed how much of the
observed variance in giving/receiving patterns is explained by each
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Fig. 1. Households’ engagement in Arctic multiplex social networks. Shown
is the percentage of households engaged in N different, unique, resource–
social relation layers.

resource, by each social relation, and by resources and social rela-
tions using Shapley values (40, 41) (details in SI Appendix).

In Fig. 2, blocks of species–relation layers with high posi-
tive correlations indicate community networks characterized by
households with high activity across multiple resource–relation
layers. Clustering of resources (clumping of y-axis color codes)
implies that households engage in multiple social relations across
a resource or group of resources (i.e., caribou sharing, caribou
cooperative hunting, etc.). If households’ activities are focused
on specific types of social relations (i.e., sharing or contribut-
ing), but across multiple resources, then we would expect cluster-
ing by relation types (clumping of x-axis color codes). Few clus-
ters on either the x or the y axis reflect networks of households
with broad engagement across resources and relations. Taken
together, correlation strength and clustering patterns visually

Fig. 2. Interlayer Spearman correlation matrices for Arctic multiplex social networks. Shown are interlayer correlations between any pair of layers in the
three communities based on “giving” and “receiving” relationships (i.e., out- and inflows, respectively). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely
that a household that gives/receives most in one layer also gives/receives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relationships.
Color code on the left of each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e., beluga sharing, beluga–helper shares, etc.) are clustered
together, whereas the color code on the top of each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same social relationship are clustered together (i.e.,
caribou contributions, moose contributions, etc.).

suggest important interdependencies between households across
network layers (SI Appendix, Figs. 3–14).

In combination, patterns observed in Fig. 2 and Table 2 reflect
the relative importance of households across layers and the per-
centage of variance in giving and receiving patterns explained
by different social relations and resources. For giving relations
(outflows), Spearman correlations (Fig. 2) show that Kaktovik
households who give in one layer also give strongly across a
wider diversity of other layers compared with households in
Wainwright and Venetie. In Kaktovik, 88% of the total vari-
ance in giving patterns is explained by social relations, compared
with 72% in Wainwright and 61% in Venetie (note clustering
by relations in top axis of Fig. 2 and in top rows of Table 2).
For social relation outflows in Kaktovik and Wainwright, con-
tributions (CNT) and cooperative hunting (COP) explain the
most variance in giving patterns whereas, in Venetie, CNT and
helper shares (HSH) explain the most variance. For resource
outflows, caribou (CBU) explain the most variance in giving pat-
terns in Wainwright and Venetie, but not in Kaktovik (Table 2).
Other resources are unique to specific communities [e.g., beluga
(BLG), geese (GES), and seal (SEA) in Kaktovik and moose
(MOO) and ducks (DUC) in Venetie]. For receiving relations
(inflows), Spearman results illustrate that Kaktovik households
who give strongly in one layer tend to give across many other
layers (Fig. 2). Blocked and strong correlations are evident in
both Wainwright and Venetie, but in different ways. Receiv-
ing patterns are more diffuse across all resources–relations in
Venetie and clustered more tightly around a narrow set of layers
in Wainwright. Again, disaggregating variance across resources
and relations is useful (Table 2). In all three communities, social
relations explain much more of the variance in receiving patterns
than resources, 80% in Kaktovik, 71% in Wainwright, and 63% in
Venetie (Table 2). CNT explain more variance in receiving than
any other social relation (45–55%), whereas whale shares (WSH)
explain 21% and 30% of the variance in receiving patterns in
Wainwright and Kaktovik, respectively. This result is consistent
with resource patterns, where bowhead (BOW) accounts for
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Table 2. Percentage of variance of outflow (giving) and
inflow (receiving) patterns explained by ecological and social
layers of the community’s multiplex networks

Type Layer Giving, % Receiving, %

Wainwright

All Resources 28.27 29.23
Relations 71.73 70.77

Ecological resources BLG 11.99 5.09
BOW 10.77 25.35
CBU 44.66 12.29
DUC 13.68 25.27
GES 8.96 19.76
SEA 7.63 3.32
SMT 2.31 8.93

Social relations CNT 50.55 37.05
COP 17.04 8.51
CSH 2.02 2.21
EQP 2.68 4.74
FST 2.19 3.77
HHS 4.22 14.07
HSH 6.81 3.23
SHR 8.29 3.95
TRD 1.21 1.68
WSH 4.98 20.79

Kaktovik

All Resources 11.49 19.74
Relations 88.51 80.26

Ecological resources BLG 17.93 20.11
BOW 10.99 25.56
CBU 10.16 4.86
CHR 3.96 4.08
GES 29.26 22.22
SEA 23.67 13.61
SHP 4.02 9.56

Social relations CNT 44.47 41.72
COP 16.16 9.54
CSH 3.61 2.07
EQP 2.97 1.88
FST 3.28 3.16
HHS 2.67 2.88
HSH 6.91 5.06
SHR 6.96 3.93
TRD 1.28 0.68
WSH 11.69 29.07

Venetie

All Resources 38.67 36.98
Relations 61.33 63.02

Ecological resources BLG 3.78 3.01
BOW 1.70 1.80
BRR 15.24 12.60
CBU 19.29 21.16
DUC 16.54 19.21
GES 3.01 2.97
GRY 2.48 3.49
MOO 18.74 19.13
SAL 6.53 5.16
SEA 12.68 11.46

Social relations CNT 55.02 56.65
COP 9.10 15.88
CSH 2.24 0.87
EQP 2.62 2.05
HSH 22.61 16.71
SHR 7.38 6.95
TRD 1.02 0.91

Each ecological layer includes all of the social relations associated with a
specific resource. Each social layer contains all of the resources associated
with a specific social relation. See SI Appendix, Table 2 for keys to layer
codes.

25% and 26% of variance in Wainwright and Kaktovik. Venetie
households are considerably less specialized. Receiving patterns
are key in social relationships of CNT and HSH for help in pro-
cessing wild foods and important resources are CBU but also
berries (BRR) and MOO.

In summary, the correlation findings expand upon the layer
distribution findings in Fig. 1. In all three communities observed
variance in giving and receiving is explained primarily by key
social relations. In Wainwright and Venetie the proportion of
variance explained by relations compared with resources was the
same whether giving or receiving (30/70% and 40/60%, respec-
tively). In Kaktovik social relations explained around 80% of
the variance for giving and 80% for receiving. Fig. 2 patterns
begin to highlight the different roles of households across specific
resources and social relations, particularly in Kaktovik. CNT and
COP are important in all communities, and HSH are important
in Venetie. Whaling is important for the coastal communities,
with a broader mix of species in the interior. These flow struc-
tures affect how social and ecological changes might be experi-
enced within communities and are the logical basis for the tar-
geted vs. random removal scenarios.

Analysis of Network Robustness. Interconnectedness depends on
household engagement in multiple resource–relation layers. We
can quantify the interconnectedness of a multiplex network by
counting the number of interlayer links between any pair of
nodes in any pair of layers,

I = Z−1
L∑

α,β=1

(1− δαβ )
N∑

i,j=1

M iα
jβ , [2]

where Z is a normalization factor to obtain an interconnected-
ness between 0 (all layers are disconnected) and 1 (all layers are
connected by the maximum number of allowed node–node inter-
layer links) and δαβ is the Kronecker delta. In the case of a mul-
tiplex network, nodes are allowed to interconnect only to their
replicas (i.e., themselves) in all other layers, Z = NL(L− 1).

We use changes in interconnectedness to assess community
robustness under six perturbation scenarios: random and tar-
geted removals of households, of social relations, and of eco-
logical resources (Fig. 3). We also assess three perturbation
scenarios involving targeted removals of specific resources by cat-
egory (i.e., terrestrial, marine, riverine), as might occur with ris-
ing temperatures, increasing forest fires, industrial disasters, etc.
The removal of a household implies iterative losses of the eco-
logical resources the household produces or distributes through
diverse social relations. The removal of a social relation implies
the iterative loss of associated resources, and the removal of a
resource implies the loss of associated social relations.

Fig. 3 summarizes the results of the robustness analysis for
each community. With few exceptions, removal effects were
remarkably similar across all three study communities. Random
removals had virtually identical effects, linear for household loss
and nonlinear for social relation loss and ecological resource loss.
For every scenario, random removals had less effect on inter-
connectedness than targeted removals, as expected. However, in
every community targeted removals of resources had less effect
on interconnectedness than targeted removals of households or
social relations.

In Wainwright, targeted removals of 20% of households
resulted in a 66% reduction in interconnectedness, whereas tar-
geted removals of 20% of social relations (e.g., sharing, coopera-
tive hunting, and contributions) resulted in an 80% reduction in
interconnectedness. A loss of key households in Wainwright has
less of an effect than in Kaktovik and Venetie (additional details
in SI Appendix, Figs. 15–17). Targeted removals of two core eco-
logical resources (29% of core resource layers) resulted in a 65%
reduction in interconnectedness. In Kaktovik, targeted removals
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Fig. 3. Robustness of multiplex networks to perturbations. Shown are changes represented by targeted vs. random removal nodes (households) and layers
(social relations, species, and species groups). Robustness patterns strongly depend on the perturbation type. Interconnectedness in the case of random
removal scenarios is averaged over 100 realizations of random removal of nodes [household (HH) loss] or layers (social relation loss and resource loss).

of 20% of households resulted in an 80% reduction in intercon-
nectedness, and targeted removals of 20% of social relations also
resulted in an 80% reduction in interconnectedness. Targeted
removals of two core ecological resources (29% of core resource
layers) resulted in a 62% reduction in interconnectedness. And in
Venetie, targeted removals of 20% of households resulted in an
80% reduction in interconnectedness, whereas targeted removals
of 20% of social relations resulted in an 80% reduction in
interconnectedness. Targeted removals of two core ecological
resources (20% of core resource layers) resulted in a 54% reduc-
tion in interconnectedness.

Finally, targeted removal of species by resource category
(Fig. 3) contrasts coastal communities’ dependence on available
marine and terrestrial species (where removals reduce intercon-
nectedness substantially) with their relative lack of dependence
on riverine resources (SI Appendix, Table 1). The large effect of
marine removals is partly a function of the major role of social
relations in whale distributions (crew shares, HH shares, captains
shares, etc.) in coastal communities. In contrast, interconnect-
edness in Venetie is dependent on terrestrial and, secondarily,
riverine species, but not on marine resources, as would be
expected given its geographical location in Alaska’s interior.
Generally, interconnectedness decreases linearly for terrestrial,
marine, and riverine species. The loss of one species in a cate-
gory may not have drastic effects unless it potentially influences
cultural ties related to cooperation and sharing (i.e., social rela-
tions loss scenario in Fig. 3).

To summarize, removals of different components of the
multiplex networks allowed us to probe the robustness of
social–ecological networks in mixed economies under plausible
scenarios of change. Targeted removal results for households
reinforce the 30:70 theory: Key households generate most of the
food and contributions that are then shared among community
households. Even the loss of very few of such households has
a significant effect on the overall robustness of mixed-economy
communities. Targeted removals of key households or key social
relations reduced interconnectedness more than removals of
resources (random and targeted), suggesting greater community
vulnerabilities to household loss and social change. Specifically,
(i) loss of key social relations had larger effects than loss of

resources in all communities; (ii) loss of key social relations had
the largest effect in two of three communities; (iii) loss of key
households had nonhomogeneous effects across the three com-
munities, with the smallest effect on Wainwright robustness, but
a larger effect than the loss of key social relations in the other
two communities analyzed here; and (iv) loss of different groups
of core resources (marine, terrestrial, and riverine) had varied
effects, depending on the geographic location of communities.

Conclusion
Significant changes are occurring in mixed subsistence–cash
economies globally, yet predicting how these changes will mani-
fest is complex. In this paper, we quantified the potential effects
of plausible changes on three indigenous communities’ social–
ecological networks from a structural perspective, leveraging
unique methodological advances for multiplex networks. We
found that social–ecological interactions among humans and
animal species remain a fundamental characteristic of these
mixed economies and that communities’ structural properties
mediate the effects of changes on network interconnectedness.
Changes in social relations precipitated steeper declines in net-
work interconnectedness than changes in ecological resources.
This result highlights potential social vulnerabilities for commu-
nities in mixed economies that rely on social capital ties.

Historically, these study communities have already experi-
enced substantial ecological disruptions. Variability is a core
feature of Arctic systems. Resources central to the Iñupiaq
economy—bowhead whales and walrus—were decimated by
Yankee whalers in the later 19th century (42, 43), yet Iñupiaq
culture persisted while resource populations recovered. The
Gwich’in were subject to similar disruptions: the fur trade, multi-
ple gold rushes, and significant declines in salmon stocks (44). On
the economic side, Iñupiaq have not just weathered but exploited
the oil boom on the North Slope (45, 46) and Gwich’in house-
holds are strongly engaged in the cash economy.

Vulnerability science suggests that social and ecological changes
often act cumulatively and iteratively, demanding ever greater
flexibility from households in the face of change (14, 47). Signif-
icant patterns of agency and adaptation do characterize mixed
livelihoods, such as livelihood diversification, social learning, and
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changes in social relations. Communities may be able to adapt
to single stressors. There is evidence that, over time, individual
households cycle in and out of the superhousehold role even
as the role itself persists in Arctic communities (48). Nonethe-
less, households’ abilities to cohere and adjust to emergent
conditions are speculative and may involve significant trade-
offs, whereas community responses to multiple, interdependent
changes remain unclear. Structural properties alone can only par-
tially predict how plausible scenarios of change could affect com-
munities relying on mixed economies, but can highlight existing
vulnerabilities that set the stage for future adaptation.

A caveat is that the analysis of separate scenarios on multiplex
networks’ structural properties cannot fully predict the effects
of iterative changes. Nonetheless, our results serve to highlight
potential vulnerabilities that may influence future adaptations
(36). Furthermore, there is a critical need for comparable, lon-
gitudinal, empirical data on social–ecological networks (49, 50).
Longitudinal data would illustrate adaptive strategies, identify
possible domino effects, and inform iterative scenario anal-
yses. Future efforts in this area would be particularly rele-
vant to societies where social relations support access to core

resources, where community cohesion remains a core feature of
livelihoods and well-being, and where perturbations are frequent
and pressing.

The research protocol was approved by the University of
Alaska Fairbanks Institutional Review Board (20090625) and
reviewed by the Traditional Councils of the three communities.
Interviews occurred with heads of household over 18 y of age and
consent was obtained.
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General Information on the Multiplex Networks

To assess the robustness of community networks, we focus on
northern Alaska. We analyze household networks in three in-
digenous communities: two coastal Iñupiaq (Wainwright and
Kaktovik) and one interior Gwich’in (Venetie) (see Figure 1).
Communities represent mixed economies, in which a majority
of households are employed, but continue to actively engage
in subsistence hunting and fishing. The three communities
are fairly isolated as no road networks lead to them; how-
ever, households do receive resources from other nearby com-
munities and other institutional actors (i.e. oil companies,
businesses etc.). Networks are inferred as explained in the
supplementary material - Data. Nodes represent households,
whaling crews, stores, and other entities operating or con-
nected to households in one of the three communities. The
analysis includes 218 nodes in Wainwright, 206 in Venetie and
164 in Kaktovik. Of these nodes, 69% in Wainwright 51% in

Kaktovik and 45% in Venetie represent local households.
Households are connected to each other if they share, co-

operate with, or contribute food and non-food supplies to each
other. Each type of social relation (i.e. sharing, helping, con-
tributing, lending equipment etc.) is paired to a specific re-
source (i.e. bowhead, caribou, moose, salmon, dall sheep,
etc.). Each unique resource-relation edge type represent a
layer of a multiplex network. Each multiplex network repre-
sent the sharing and cooperative network of a specific village
(n = 3).

There are 36 total layers in Wainwright, 37 in Kak-
tovik and 43 in Venetie. Examples of different lay-
ers are: beluga-cooperative hunting, duck-trading, beluga-
contribution, bowhead-contribution. Contributions include
supplies such as gas, equipment, ammunition, processing and
cooking labor and cash. Household often are connected via
multiple-resource-relation edges. Table 1 describes the aver-
age number of layers in which households are active.

This paper was submitted directly to the PNAS office.
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Fig. 1. Study Area: in Alaska, there is strong overlap between ecosystems and ethnolinguistic territories of indigenous groups. Iñupiaq territory is coastal, allowing access

to diverse terrestrial, riverine and marine resources, while Gwich’in territory allows direct access only to terrestrial and riverine resources; Reprinted from Chapin III, F. Stuart,

Kofinas, Gary P., Folke, Carl (2009) (Eds.) Principles of Ecosystem Stewardship Resilience-Based Natural Resource Management in a Changing World; Springer
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Table 1. Giving and Receiving: descriptive statistics of
households’ participation in layers

Village NetType Mean Stdev Min Max Median
All Receiving 12.663 5.030 1 26 13

Giving 10.417 6.525 1 25 10

Wainwright Receiving 11.979 3.942 1 23 12
Giving 10.730 5.644 1 22 11

Kaktovik Receiving 14.110 5.571 1 26 15
Giving 10.748 7.729 1 25 9

Venetie Receiving 12.455 5.851 1 25 11
Giving 9.671 6.551 1 21 9

Data.Data represent household networks for Wainwright,
Kaktovik and Venetie. Edges are valued and directed and rep-
resent aggregated flows of food (Lbs.) and non-food resources
(no. of different types of ties). All exchanges occurred during
a 12- month period in 2009-10 - across 7 to 10 key resources
(i.e. species) and 12 types of social relations.

A year of collaboration, focus groups, key informant in-
terviews, literature review and research into previous harvest
surveys guided choices of key resources and social relations
(21). Key focal resources were selected to include species that
contributed the most edible pounds to the community har-
vest and/or were used by most households (often the same
species). Core species comprise 93-97% of total community
harvests by edible weight (96% in Wainwright, 93% in Kak-
tovik and 97% in Venetie). For ecological and cultural reasons,
key species varied by community. For example, moose, salmon
and berries were key species only in Venetie: Arctic char was
a key species only in Kaktovik, while smelt was a key species
only in Wainwright. Venetie receives marine species (bow-
head, beluga, bearded seal) only through sharing with coastal
households. In a survey with household heads (couples when
possible) respondents detailed for each key resource, by spe-
cific social relation, from whom and how much their household
received, and what they contributed to others in trade or for
shares by resource. Some relations are aggregated for the cur-
rent analyses (i.e. purchasing and trading, and all non-food
contributions and processing labor).

We used a name-generator question format for each
species-relation question and input anonymous codes from
an individual-based roster in which all individuals within the
study communities were listed, including children. During
extensive pre-testing of the survey instrument, respondents
were able to recall previous interactions with other house-
holds in great detail, confirming resource-relation categories
were culturally resonant. We asked respondents only about
flows of food and supplies they received from other house-
holds, whaling crews and businesses in order to minimize po-
tential cultural bias toward being generous. On average, inter-
views lasted 1 hour and 15 minutes, though many lasted more
than 2 hours. Based on data-checking protocols, reported re-
ceiving under-estimated actual flows. In line with Alaska so-
cial science research protocols, respondents were compensated
monetarily for their time and response rates were high across
all communities (94% of households in Wainwright, 94% in
Venetie and 82% in Kaktovik. Given these response rates, the
complete dataset usually captured reciprocal flows for dyads

(two connected nodes).

Detailing Types of Social Relations and Units of Flow. Pounds
of flow:

• sharing;

• cooperative hunting share;

• shares for help (i.e. a household receives a share for
contributing something to the hunting effort i.e. labor,
equipment, groceries, gas, ammunition, cash, and so on);

• trading (including purchases);

• household share (only for beluga or bowhead whaling);

• whaling share (crew shares);

• feasts (Households receive small shares of a whale
through whaling feasts: Nalukatuq and Captains
Feasts).

Number of contributions:

• contributions (i.e. ammunition, gasoline, processing la-
bor, equipment etc.); equipment exchange (including
equipment lending and repairs);

• cash sharing

Weighting Edges.Relations are directed. All edges are
weighted, however, food flows are weighted in pounds per year
[within any layer], while non-food flows are weighted by the
number of contribution types [within a layer]. For example,
Household X gives Household Y 10 pounds of food as a share;
and Household Y contributes to Household X a snow machine,
a rifle and ammunition. In the first case, (HHX to HHY) = 10;
while in the second case (HHY to HHX) = 3. To allow com-
parison and avoid biases towards food layers, we equate the
average number of contributions (ammunition, gasoline, rifle,
snow machine etc.) in a resource-social relation layer with the
average pounds of the same resource given by households for
a specific village.

For example, assume that a household X contributes to
caribou hunt by giving household Y contributions: ammuni-
tion and a snow machine. Caribou (summing all layers in
which caribou is the resource) provides an average outflow of
3500 Lbs of meat. Further, there are 10 outflow contribution
edges in the Caribou layers (on average). The 2 contributions
from HHX to HHY are treated as = 3500/10 ∗ 2 or 700. We
scale contribution layers to reduce biases when analyzing how
different layers explain giving and receiving patterns.

Rank 4 Tensor.Generally speaking, a tensor is a multi-
dimensional array with specific multilinear properties. For
instance, a matrix is a rank-2 tensor, i.e. a 2-dimensional ar-
ray where one needs to specify two indices (i and j) to uniquely
identify an entry.

A matrix is the algebraic representation of a complex net-
work, therefore it is natural to use higher order tensors (i.e.,
with rank larger than 2) to represent multilayer networks. To
uniquely identify a link in a multilayer network, one needs to
specify four different indices, two to identify involved nodes
and two to identify the involved layers.

For example, the link between node i in layer α and node
j in layer β is uniquely identify in a rank-4 tensor, whose com-
ponents are indicated as M iα

jβ . Please see the following figure
for a visual representation of multiplex analysis

Footline Author PNAS Issue Date Volume Issue Number 3



Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of multiplex representation and analysis. (A) Toy network with N = 4 nodes and L = 3 layers (note that not all nodes exist on all layers),

building an interconnected multiplex system. Each layer is encoded by a different color. The network is directed (encoded by arrows) and weighted (encoded by edge thickness),

as in our case study. The adjacency matrices, corresponding to each layer separately, are also shown. This system is mathematically represented by a rank-4 tensor M iα
jβ , with

i, j = 1, 2, ..., N indicating nodes and α, β = 1, 2, ..., L indicating layers. (B) Matricization is applied to flatten the rank-4 tensor to a rank-2 supra-adjacency matrix, a

matrix of matrices, without loss of topological information. In the supra-adjacency matrix, the adjacency matrices representing layers are placed as blocks on the main diagonal,

whereas inter-layer connectivity is encoded into diagonal matrices that are placed on the off-diagonal blocks. (C) The multiplex centrality of each node in each layer is calculated

from the supra-adjacency matrix, to obtain a supra-vector as a result (note that this is very different from calculating the centrality vector from each layer separately). The

components of the supra-vector are N × L: they are separated into L vectors and summed up entry-wise, as shown, to obtain the final multiplex centrality of each node.

It is worth remarking that this approach takes into account, simultaneously, both intra- and inter-layer connectivity, and it has been shown to be a natural generalization of

eigenvector centrality (as well as other centralities based on the calculation of the leading eigenvector of a certain matrix) to the multiplex domain (32, 35).
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Clustering of Inter-Layer Correlation

Figures 3 through 14 show clustering of inter-layer correlation
metrics by edge directionality. Figures 3- 4, 7- 8, and 11- 12
are giving and receiving figures repeated from the main text
but enlarged to show layer details (labels) and cluster dendo-
grams. Layer similarity is measured via Spearman correlation
coefficient between weighted degree distributions. Euclidean
distance and the complete linkage (maximum dissimilarity al-
gorithm) are the basis for clustering of unique resources and
social relations. Resources (species) and social relations are
color-coded (y and top-x axes, respectively) to facilitate the
visualization of correlations for which species and/or social
relations are similar. Four images are presented for each com-
munity: giving, receiving, reciprocal and overall. While the
giving and receiving visualizations highlight key unidirectional
patterns across layers, the reciprocal correlogram illustrates
layers through which exchanges occur (i.e. resources given in
one layer are received in another).

Reciprocal patterns overall are less correlated in commu-
nities (see Figures 5, 9, and 13), so households that give a
lot are not necessarily high receivers in that category or oth-
ers. Reciprocity correlations are strongest in Kaktovik. The
connection between households making contributions and re-
ceiving helper shares (of food) in return is clearest in this set
of correlations (e.g. see BOW-HSH and BOW-CNT). Trad-
ing layers are often highly correlated, for example caribou in
Wainwright and Kaktovik, and ducks in Venetie, illustrating
that households active in trading for one species are active in
other trading layers as well.

The overall figures emphasize that correlation patterns in
Kaktovik are strongest across a broader set of network layers,
followed by Venetie, then Wainwright (see Figures 6, 10, and
14. This points to a more distributed household participation
pattern across layers in Wainwright. High inter-layer corre-
lations can potentially indicate vulnerability to disturbances
affecting individual households and is suggestive of areas of
weakness related to species dependence patterns. The tar-
geted and random node and layer removal taken here enables
analysis of how observed structural characteristics may affect
robustness of community networks to different potential dis-
turbances.

Two-Part model and Shapely Value Decomposition. To assess
contribution of specific resources and social relations to the
variance of receiving and giving relations (i.e. receiving and
giving patterns) we first fit a two-part model on in-flows (re-
ceiving) and out-flows (giving) separately, and then we decom-
pose (via Shapley decomposition) the resulting R2 by factors
where each factor corresponds first to a specific resource, then
to a specific social relation. We are not able to decompose R2

taking all resource-relations into account at once because of
severe multi-collinearity issues and computational limitations
(indeed the number of calculations increases as N factorial
where N = number of factors).

A two-part model allows us to account for a high num-
ber of zeroes in the data, here corresponding to households
that do not share or cooperate in a specific resource or social-
relation. The two-part model fits first a binary choice model
(i.e. logit or probit) for the probability of observing a value
of the dependent variable > 0, then, conditional to the de-
pendent variable being > 0, fits a specified regression model

(standard OLS in our case) without making prior assumptions
on the correlation between errors of the binary and continuous
part of the model. Conceptually, zeros in the two-part model
are for all intents and purposes true 0 (e.g. Heckman regres-
sion, on the other hand assumes that zeros are the result of
censored data, rather than actual values).

Decomposition of the R2 enables us to differentiate the
between-species (between social-relations) differences in ex-
plaining the proportion of variance in receiving and giving
patterns from the within-species (within-social relations). In
our case, we denote R2 as our aggregation measure denoting
the relationship between N factors Fi with i = 1, 2...n and
receiving or giving patterns. Factors represent specific re-
sources, specific social-relation or, in aggregate, all resources
and all social-relations (see Table 2 in the main text). Let
R2 be the variance explained by all N factors, then the Shap-
ley decomposition assesses the marginal effect of removing
each factor in the N ! sequences possible, and averages such
marginal contribution over all N ! sequences. In other words,
the contribution of a single resource (species) or social rela-
tion, can be assessed as the difference between the overall R2

of the underlying two-part model and the R2 that is observed
when that specific species or social-relation is removed from
the overall set of factors determining the R2. If there are N
resources (or social relations) there are N ! combinations with-
out a specific resource (or social-relation), meaning that the
difference in R2 due to a single species (social relation) needs
to be averaged over the N ! permutation of the model without
that specific resource (or social-relation).

Table 2. Lables - Symbols Dictionary: Correspondence
between Figure Labels and Actual Resource-Relation layers

Name Symbol

Resources

Arctic Char CHR
Beluga BLG
Berries BRR
Bowhead Whale BOW
Caribou CBU
Dall Sheep SHP
Duck DUC
Geese GES
Grayling GRY
Moose MOO
Salmon SAL
Seal SEA
Smelt SMT

Social Relations

Contribution CNT
Cooperative Hunting COP
Cash Sharing CSH-SHR
Equipment Exchange EQP-EXC
Feasts FST
Helper Shares HSH
Household Share HHS
Sharing SHR
Trade TRD
Whaling Shares WSH
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Fig. 3. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Wainwright based on GIVING (out-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that the

household that gives most in one layer also gives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph indicates

whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph indicates

whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 4. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Wainwright based on RECEIVING (in-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that

the household that receives most in one layer also receives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 5. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Wainwright based on RECIPROCAL (in-out-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely

that the household that receives/give most in one layer also gives/receive most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of

each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each

graph indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 6. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Wainwright OVERALL (total weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that the

household that receives/give most in one network also receives/give most in another network. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of

each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each

graph indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 7. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Kaktovik based on GIVING (out-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that the

household that gives most in one layer also gives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph indicates

whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph indicates

whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 8. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Kaktovik based on RECEIVING (in-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that

the household that receives most in one layer also receives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 9. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Kaktovik based on RECIPROCAL (in-out-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely

that the household that receives/give most in one layer also gives/receive most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of

each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each

graph indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 10. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Kaktovik OVERALL (total weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that the

household that receives/give most in one network also receives/give most in another network. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of

each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each

graph indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 11. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Venetie based on GIVING (out-weighted degree)). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that the

household that gives most in one layer also gives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph indicates

whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph indicates

whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 12. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Venetie based on RECEIVING (in-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that

the household that receives most in one layer also receives most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 13. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Venetie based on RECIPROCAL (in-out-weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely

that the household that receives/give most in one layer also gives/receive most in another layer. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of

each graph indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each

graph indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Fig. 14. Layer Similarity: clustered inter-layer correlation for Venetie OVERALL (total weighted degree). Higher correlation indicates that it is more likely that the household

that receives/give most in one network also receives/give most in another network. Axis color codes indicate species and social relations. Color code on the left of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same species (i.e. beluga-sharing, beluga-helper shares etc.) are clustered together, while the color code on the top of each graph

indicates whether layers relating to the same social relation are clustered together (i.e. caribou-contributions, moose-contributions etc.).
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Importance of layers

Table 3 depicts calculated layer importance. Importance of a
resource-relation layer is calculated based on the sum of the
nodes (thus households, crews, etc.) participating in specific
resource-relation layers. We use the sum of nodes criteria as

it best exemplifies the importance of a specific layer within
a community. Averaging over the number of layers would
benefit sparse and not very connected layers such as trading,
or species that belong to fewer layers, such as beluga and
bowhead in Venetie. Calculated layer importance varies by
social relation, species or species complexes (terrestrial, river-
ine, marine).

Table 3. Ranking Layers depending on household’s participation

Village Social Relation Resource Species Resource Type Rank

Wainwright

Sharing Bowhead Marine 1
Contribution Caribou Terrestrial 2
Cooperative Seal Marine 3

Helper Geese Terrestrial 4
HHShare Duck Terrestrial 5

SmallFeast Smelt River 6
Equipment Lending Beluga Marine 7

Trading 8
Cash Sharing 9

Kaktovik

Sharing Bowhead Marine 1
Contribution Caribou Terrestrial 2
Cooperative Char River 3

Helper Seal Marine 4
Equipment Lending Sheep Terrestrial 5

SmallFeast Geese Terrestrial 6
HHShare Beluga 7

Cash Sharing 8
Trading 9

Venetie

Sharing Caribou Terrestrial 1
Contribution Moose Terrestrial 2
Cooperative Salmon River 3

Helper Geese Terrestrial 4
Equipment Lending Duck Terrestrial 5

Trading Berries Terrestrial 6
Cash Sharing Grayling River 7

Bowhead Marine 8
Seal Marine 9

Beluga Marine 10

Relationship between Loss of Productive Households and
Layers. Figures 14, 15 and 16 unpack the mechanism by which
removing individual nodes reduces connectedness of the multi-
plex. With 20% of households removed, we calculated the sum
of weights represented by their removal from individual lay-
ers, and then represented the percentage decline of weighted
flows by layer. Figures compare these declines by community.

On average, 63%, 73% and 66% of weighted flows of food
and resources are lost when 20% of households drop out of
community networks. Specific resources and all associated so-
cial relations - are affected, particularly Dall sheep and seal in
Kaktovik, and marine species in Venetie. Bowhead in contrast
declines less, given its community-wide distribution patterns
contingent on crew structures.
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Fig. 15. Effect of removal of the most productive 20% of Households on flows within layers in Wainwright. The average decrease of flow per layer is 63%.
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Fig. 16. Effect of removal of the most productive 20% of Households on flows within layers in Kaktovik. The average decrease of flow per layer is 73%.
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Fig. 17. Effect of removal of the most productive 20% of Households on flows within layers in Venetie. The average decrease of flow per layer is 66%.
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